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Bleach fade to black english dubbed

Noriyuki Abe Bleach's 2008 film Abe Bleach: Fade to BlackJapanese theatrical posterJapanese劇⼭版BLEACH Fade to Black ⼩の名を呼ぶHepburnGekijō-ban Burīchi: Feido to~u Burakku Kimi no Na or Yobu Directed byNoriyuki AbeProdute by Shunji AokiMikih Fukaza written byNatsuko TakahashiMasahiro ŌkuboBased onBleachby Tite KuboStarring Masakazu Morita Fumiko
Orikasa Aya Hirano Hiroshi Kamiya Music byShirō SagisuCinematographyToshiyuki FukushimaEdit byHidetoshi OkudaJunichi UematsuProductioncompany PierrotDistrib , 2008 (2008-12-13) Time duration95 minutesPariJapanLanguageJapaneseBox office¥700 million (Japan)[1] Bleach : Fade to Black (Japanese: 劇版BLEACH Fade to Black ⼩の名を呼ぶ, Hepburn: Gekijō-ban
Burīchi: Feido to~u Burakku Kimi no Na o Yobu, lit. Directed by Noriyuki Abe, the film was released on December 13, 2008 in Japan, later released in the United States. [2] The theme music for the film is Koyoi, Tsuki ga Miezutomo, played by Porno Graffitti and its screenplay was written by Natsuko Takahashi and Masahiro Ōkubo. The DVD was released on September 30, 2009
in Japan, with additional images of Ichigo, Rukia and Kon marching into the World of the Living. The English dubbing was released on DVD and Blu-ray on 15 November 2011 in the United States and on 28 May 2012 in the United Kingdom. [3] Plot In the Soul Society, Soul Reaper scientist Mayuri Kurotsuchi is attacked in his lab by a pair of mysterious brothers with a fallacy that
erases their memories. In a panic scared, Kurotsuchi damages one of his machines, causing a massive burst of spirit energy covering much of the Soul Society, killing or freezing many soul reapers. Rukia Kuchiki is the next to be attacked by the brothers, erasing her memories and those of all who have memories of her, and is taken to the Rukon district of the Soul Society by the
brothers. In the real world, one of Rukia's friends, Ichigo Kurosaki, briefly forgets him, but Kon, being a modified soul, is not affected by memory and reminds him. Ichigo and Kon go to the ancient soul reaper Kisuke Urahara for information; but Urahara does not remember Rukia. Ichigo and Kon travel to the Soul Society with all captains unable to remember Ichigo, believing he is a
threat. Meanwhile, Rukia wakes up in rukon district with no memory of being a soul reaper. The unnamed brothers, a sister and a brother, remind Rukia that they used to be close friends who lived together and had to give them names, even though she has forgotten them. Ichigo seeks the help of Rukia's adopted brother, Byakuya, but does not remember Rukia either. After
another confrontation with Renji Abarai, Rukia's friend, Byakuya directs his wife, Hisana, a birthplace, where they briefly reunite with Rukia before the brothers flee with her from Ichigo and Kon. Ichigo and Kon are attacked again by other soul reapers, but are saved by Renji Abarai, who follows his instinct to trust Ichigo. When the captain-in-chief of the Soul Society and other
captains arrive to capture Ichigo, Urahara interferes. He sends Ichigo, Renji and Kon out to save Rukia, and tells the captains that he studied a parasitic void that could erase memories with his tentacle, but he escaped and appears to be influencing the brothers' actions to some extent. Meanwhile, the brothers go to Kurotsuchi's lab to completely destroy the Soul Reapers with
another Kurotsuchi spiritual machine, under the belief that the Soul Reapers were responsible for taking Rukia away from them when they were younger. Rukia suddenly opposes this, and the arrival of Ichigo and Renji drives her to remind them of them and their past, both with the brothers and with their time as Soul Reaper. The female brother succumbs to rage, and she forces
herself, her brother and Rukia to merge into one, creating Dark Rukia. Dark Rukia, apparently emptied, unleashes the machine on soul society before fighting Ichigo. The machine takes the form of a monster, and the soul reapers fight it. Ichigo fights Dark Rukia and is initially held back from injuring her. Byakuya arrives and claims that it should be he who ends this, but Ichigo
intervenes and manages to free her with his own energy of similar spirit, destroying the Void; Byakuya and Renji also destroy the monster. Rukia recovers his memories, but the brothers are left mortally wounded, although they are unfortunate for their actions. Urahara arrives and explains that the Hollow attacked Rukia and the brothers while controlling the body of a Soul Reaper
previously, but when the body was destroyed, the brothers trapped the Void in their bodies and were sent to Hueco Mundo — hollow's world – for a while, managing to escape to meet Rukia because of her desire to be with her. Rukia tells the brothers their names, Homura and Shizuku, but the two die from their wounds, much to Rukia's despair. Later, Ichigo asks Rukia at the
shrine on the hill where he had previously visited, about the shrines were made in memory of his childhood friends who died during adolescence due to poverty, reminding him that his memories of the brothers will not fade away. Supporting Character Japanese Voice Actor Ichigo Kurosaki Masakazu Morita Johnny Yong Bosch Rukia Kuchiki Fumiko Orikasa Michelle Ruff Homura
Aya Hirano Laura Bailey Shizuku Hiroshi Kamiya Richard Cansino Renji Abarai Kentar Itō Wally Wingert Byakuya Kuchiki Ryōtarō Dan Woren Kisuke Urahara Shin-ichiro Miki Michael Lindsay Mayuri Kurotsuchi Ryūsei Nakao Terrence Stone Kon Mitsuaki Madono Madono Flynn Dark Rukia Fumiko OrikasaAya HiranoHiroshi Kamiya Michelle RuffLaura BaileyRichard Cansino
Novelization Light Novel adaptation of the film was released on December 15, 2008. [4] Reception The film premiered in second or third place at the Japanese box office (sources vary)[5] and occupied a top ten finish until its fifth week. [6] Notes ^ In the Bleach universe, Soul Reapers are trusted soldiers with the use of the souls of the dead of the living in the afterlife realm known
as Soul Society and with the fight against Hollows, monstrous lost souls that can harm both ghosts and humans References ^ 2009⼭映 外⼭⼭映⼭ 業総決算 経営/製⼭/配給/興⾏のす⼭⼭. Jordi. Kinema Junposha (2010)2⽉下旬号): 173. 2010. ↑ Animage Editorial Staff (January 2009). Bleach movie: They fade to black, I call your name I won't stop bringing you back! 戻すず連を名
を呼ぶ」版 「劇 Gekijōban Burīchi Feido tsu Burakku Kimi no Na or Yobu Omae wo Kanarazu Tsuremodosu!. (in English). Animage (Japanese). Tokyo, Japan: Tokuma Shoten. 367 (April 2009): 52–56. ^ Third Dub Film. Anime News Network. Retrieved July 2, 2011. ^ 劇版BLEACH Fade to Black ⼩の名を呼ぶ. Jordi. Retrieved May 6, 2014. ^ Japanese box office, from 13 to 14
December. Anime News Network. Retrieved March 17, 2009. ^ Japanese box office, January 10-11. Anime News Network. Retrieved March 17, 2009. External links Official Website (in Japanese) Bleach: Fade to Black on IMDb Bleach: Fade to Black (film) to anime news network's encyclopedia Retrieved from Copyright © 2020 Multiply Media, LLC. All rights reserved. The
material on this site cannot be reproduced, distributed, transmitted, cached or otherwise used, except with the prior written permission of Multiplicar. Multiply.
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